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4.	 Transient	 coverage	of	 vein	grafts	or	 staged	vascular	
loops. In case of STSG covering vein graft to artery, it 
is advisable to provide a more stable coverage as soon 
as possible to avoid bleeding from minor traumas.[4]

Proper microsurgical skills minimize complications but 
even a perfect anastomosis will fail if the pedicle is 
not well positioned and protected from compression, 
hematoma, kinking, tunneling or skin deficiency, all 
of which increase the risk of vessel thrombosis. To 
avoid these dynamic and positional complications, 
temporary or permanent STSG of the pedicle 
should be considered. After insetting a flap, a limb 
revascularization or replantation, the following mental 
check list for vessel positioning is useful: A tension 
free pedicle with normal forward flow, no redundancy 
(especially for veins), no compressions, no kinks, no 
twists	and	viable	non–infected	tissues	around	vascular	
or nerves repairs.

Although complications in free tissue transfer surgery 
cannot be completely prevented, STSG can aid in avoiding 
complications related to poor coverage of the pedicle.
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Modified pillow splint

Sir,
Injuries of the leg/foot are commonly seen in a busy 
reconstructive surgery unit. These are usually due to 
road traffic accidents. Many such injuries need flap 
cover.	 Difficult	 composite	 defects	 are	 increasingly	
being managed with microvascular flaps. An important 
factor to ensure consistent success in the postoperative 
period in a microvascular flap is proper positioning of 
the leg/foot.

Proper positioning is needed to:
1. Provide adequate elevation to counter edema and 

aid in venous return
2.	 Prevent	direct	pressure	over	the	flapped	area
3. Provide a stable support for the operated limb to 

prevent accidental sliding and falling of the leg
4.	 To	meet	 these	ends,	we	have	tried	various	splints	
in	 our	 unit.	 Elevation	 over	 a	 pillow	 (two	 pillows	
in some cases) is a simple method to position an 
operated	leg.	However,	it	is	not	a	very	stable	splint	
because patients have had their legs slipping down 
the pillow especially when they have been asleep. A 
Bohler Braun splint[1] has also been useful, but again 
is not very stable. Use of Thomas Splint[2] has been 
described.	However,	 it	does	not	allow	 the	 foot	 to	
be free in cases of circumferential coverage of foot 
defects with free flaps.

In search of better stability, we initially taped rolled 
bed sheets over the pillow adjacent to the leg. The 
tapes often loosened resulting in the rolled bed sheets 

Figure 1a: The modified pillow cover
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dislodging from the pillow. The modified pillow has 
evolved from the same principle. The idea was to 
stitch two linen covers over a standard pillow cover 
which	 could	 hold	 two	 cylindrical-shaped	 smaller	
pillows. We described what we needed to the linen 
and maintenance departments in our hospital. The 

Figure 1b: The modified cylindrical pillows with regular pillow

Figure 2: The assembled modified pillow splint

Figure 3: Use of the splint in a patient

modified pillow cover was made with regular linen 
used for pillow covers and the pillows were made from 
foam	within	and	 rexine-like	material	outside.	After	 a	
few trial and errors we were able to put in place the 
modified pillow splint. We have been using this splint 
for	about	2	years	now	and	find	it	useful	in	nursing	legs	
covered with microvascular flaps.

The modified pillow splint consists of a modified 
pillow cover (to enable it to hold two additional 
cylindrical pillows) and two cylindrical pillows in 
addition	 to	 the	 regular	 pillow	 [Figures	 1a	 and	 1b].	
The individual components can be washed separately 
and	 reassembled	 for	 use	 [Figures	 2	 and	 3].	 It	 fulfils	
the requirements for a good leg/foot splint. We have 
found it particularly useful to nurse circumferential 
degloving injuries of the foot which are covered with a 
microvascular flap. In these cases, the modified pillow 
splint can be positioned in such a way that the distal 
aspect of the splint is at the level of ankle and the foot 
is free without pressure on any surface of the foot.

A drawback of this splint is that it cannot be used in 
leg cases with an external fixator.
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